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Edifier P265 Headphones (black)
Edifier  P265 are  versatile  headphones that  won't  let  you down.  Equipped with  9mm neodymium magnets  with  CCAW coil  technology,
they  deliver  fantastic  sound  with  crisp  highs  and  deep,  juicy  bass.  The  well-thought-out  design  makes  the  headphones  extremely
comfortable to wear, and they do a great job of attenuating ambient sound. The headphones will work great with a wide range of mobile
devices, and will allow you to make casual phone calls with their built-in microphone and remote control.
 
Wide compatibility
The Edifier P265 is a hit when it comes to versatility. Equipped with a 3.5mm jack connector, they provide wide compatibility, and with an
impedance of 24Ω, they are suitable for use with all kinds of mobile devices, providing clear sound without noise or distortion.
 
Sound full of detail
The  headphones  feature  9mm  neodymium  magnets  paired  with  CCAW  coil  technology,  meaning  you  get  fantastic  audio  quality.  The
frequency response of 20Hz-20kHz will give you a musical experience full of detail. 
 
Full comfort of use
The P265 is not only great sound, but also comfortable to use. They are lightweight, and with 3 sets of silicone pads you can easily adjust
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them to your needs. The ergonomic shape makes them fit perfectly in the ear, while providing better soundproofing. Also responsible for
your comfort is the 1.3 meter tangle-free cable with integrated microphone and control panel, which will allow you to easily manage your
calls and music player.
 
Included
Headphones
Silicone caps 3 sets
	Manufacturer
	Edifier
	Model
	P265
	Color
	Black
	Signal-to-noise ratio (SNR):
	102 dB
	Frequency response:
	20Hz-20kHz
	Impedance:
	24 Ohms
	Cable length:
	1,3m
	Connection type:
	3.5mm stereo plug

Preço:

€ 11.50
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